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Is the vaccine for COVID-19 a
white knight for employers?
Will the emerging vaccines lead to a return to normalcy for employers
after months of shutdowns due to the COVID-19 pandemic?
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example, an employer might provide an on-site clinic for
vaccinations or paid time off (PTO) to allow employees to go
offsite to receive vaccinations. They might offer PTO following
vaccinations to help combat employees’ concerns about postvaccine transmission. Any effort to require employee
vaccinations will need to be supported by strong employee
communications and may necessitate participation incentives. If
an employer is considering mandating vaccination before
employees return to work, it should carefully consider the legal
implications prior to implementing the mandate.

Vaccines with approval from the FDA may
lead to a return to normal life for millions
worldwide. In this article, we present
considerations for employers as these
new vaccines are made available.
On December 11, 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) granted emergency approval for the Pfizer COVID-19
vaccine and approval of the Moderna vaccine followed shortly.
Back on November 9, 2020, Pfizer and BioNTech announced a
successful Phase 3 study of a vaccine against COVID-19, with
an efficacy of over 90%.1 Days later, Moderna made a similar
announcement with the development of a vaccine having an
efficacy of nearly 95%.2 These breakthrough announcements
were met with a renewed hope that life will soon return to prepandemic normalcy.

With uncertainty about the long-term efficacy of the vaccines,4
employers may also need to address the following if an employee
contracts the virus after being vaccinated:


Heightened social distancing, e.g., renewed
work-from-home assignments



Contact tracing

Employers will need to develop a strong employee
communication strategy. This will be fundamental to creating and
maintaining safe and effective working environments as
workplace practices return to pre-pandemic norms.

Employer-specific concerns
Employers have become increasingly anxious to see a return to
normal business practices after months of disruption due to
COVID-19.3 The vaccines offer hope that businesses will be
able to prepare to roll out plans to return to pre-pandemic
practices in the near future. Employers will need to address
several issues in order to facilitate safe and efficient returns to
standard business practices.

Some employers will need to communicate employee vaccination
standards to their customers. They may also need to receive
vaccination information from their customers. How this is
communicated while maintaining HIPAA compliance will be
another challenge for many employers.

EMPLOYER POLICIES AND VACCINES

ADMINISTRATION

One of the chief concerns facing employers is workplace safety.
Employers will need to think about how they can provide safe
workplaces for their employees, how they will generate
confidence in creating them, and their approach to handling
vaccinations of employees. Many employers will see the need to
encourage employees and their dependents to receive
vaccinations. Employers will need to decide whether to mandate
vaccination as a condition of employment for all employees or
just a subset, such as essential workers. If they elect to require
their employees to be vaccinated, employers will need to
consider whether they want to facilitate vaccinations. For

Employers are also faced with how to help their employees
receive vaccinations. One possibility is to offer them on-site. The
COVID-19 vaccine distribution process is far more complicated
than prior influenza (flu)-type vaccines, and vendors cannot
simply replicate their prior flu vaccine campaigns; much more
must be taken into consideration. These complications include
cost, storage of the vaccine, and preparation of an appropriate
environment. If employers can develop programs similar to onsite flu vaccinations, they would then need to determine whether
they will offer on-site vaccines to employee dependents.
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If employers can successfully set up or leverage existing on-site
delivery programs (e.g., on-site flu vaccine delivery), they will
be able to drive higher vaccine take-up rates, in particular
helping to ensure that second-dose requirements are met. This
will help protect employers’ investments in the vaccination of
their employees.

Some of the contributing factors to concerns over taking the
vaccine include:

Employers may also consider staggering the workforce receiving
the vaccine—especially the second dose where a small but
notable percentage of vaccine recipients reported side effects
that last as much as a day. Staggering the timing of vaccination
for workforce recipients and targeting higher-risk or more
essential business units may minimize the disruption of an
employer’s operations.

Side effects from the vaccine



Perception of vaccines being rushed



Need for regular periodic vaccinations in the future



General resistance to vaccines

Side effects from the vaccine
Pfizer and Moderna have reported that their vaccines could
cause side effects similar to a mild case of COVID-19, including
headaches, muscle pain, and chills.12 Dr. Sandra Fryhofer, a
health professional with the American Medical Association
(AMA), warned that receiving the vaccine was “not going to be a
walk in the park.”13 Up to 15% of patients could have really
noticeable side effects.14 One trial participant opined that “people
are going to have to toughen up. The first dose is no big deal.
And then the second dose will definitely put you down for the day
for sure. You will need to take a day off after the second dose.”15

Hurdles to getting employees back
to work
As employers think through these considerations (though they
are likely to have already determined benefits strategies for the
upcoming year), it will be important for them to be able to adjust
as the COVID-19 vaccine is made available more broadly. There
are still hurdles that need to be overcome as we all look for the
hopeful end of the pandemic.

Perception of vaccines being rushed
Ample historical precedence of rushed vaccines exists.16 Cases
have included:

VACCINE EFFICACY
The efficacy of the vaccines themselves will present challenges for
employers trying to return to “normal.”5 As our colleagues
illustrated in an earlier article,6 vaccine efficacy and the proportion
of a population that must demonstrate immunity to an infectious
agent for it to no longer be the cause of large outbreaks are
negatively associated: as vaccine effectiveness increases, the
proportion decreases. Furthermore, while initial studies of the
Pfizer and Moderna vaccines suggest reason for optimism with
high levels of efficacy, the long-term effectiveness will only be
known with time. Employers will also need to closely monitor
emerging research on the vaccines’ ability to prevent virus
transmittal from vaccinated parties to nonvaccinated parties7 and
the length of time that the vaccines will protect a vaccinated
individual against potentially re-contracting the virus. 8,9



Vaccines accidentally including live viruses leading to
infections and outbreak



Cross-contamination with other viruses



Improperly vetted vaccinations, which led to side effects that
included neurological disorders

Of those Americans who have expressed reservations about
receiving a vaccine, 37% reported the rushed timeline of the
vaccine as their primary reason for not feeling comfortable with
receiving a vaccine.17
Despite these concerns, there have been efforts by prominent
figures who have expressed their willingness to receive the
vaccine to try and help encourage others to receive it.18
Need for regular periodic vaccinations in the future
Both the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines require two doses to
provide immunity. The AMA’s Dr. Fryhofer expressed concern
that patients might not return for the second dose because of
potentially unpleasant side effects they may have experienced
after receiving the first dose.19 If the vaccines provide immunity
for a limited length of time, greater concerns will arise about
maintaining future public immunity thresholds with the need for
subsequent vaccine treatments.

EMPLOYEE TAKE-UP RATE
The next greatest single hurdle for employers will be their ability
to encourage or mandate employees to receive the vaccine. In
November, nearly 40% of respondents to a Pew Research
Center survey reported that they probably would not or definitely
would not receive a vaccine.10 Though such a rate may permit
reaching adequate coverage such that large outbreaks no longer
occur, it may be impacted by revised estimates of vaccine
effectiveness over time.11
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General resistance to vaccines

Wrapping it up

A growing number of individuals on both ends of the political
spectrum are expressing concerns about vaccines in general. 20,21
This could lead to greater challenges for employers getting their
employees vaccinated.
DELIVERY AND ACCESS RESTRICTIONS

There are still many questions that employers face as they
consider how to best support employees during the pandemic.
Rising to the forefront of these questions are those related to the
vaccine. It will be important for employers to consider and
understand these key factors:

Availability



Considering how policies will affect the vaccinations rate



Planning how to best facilitate administration of the vaccine
to employees

Vaccines have already begun to be administered to healthcare
workers and aggressive estimates suggest vaccines could be
available to the general population by April 2021.

These are going to be important considerations that will not only
impact the health of their employees but will affect their overall
businesses.

Storage and shipment
Issues around storing the vaccine during and after shipment will
need to be addressed. The Pfizer vaccine must be initially stored
at -70° Celsius.22 The Moderna vaccine must be initially stored at
-20° Celsius.23 These storage requirements have led to concerns
about the dry ice supply necessary during shipping and initial
storage.24 Shippers are also working to meet the necessary
requirements for shipping such vast amounts of the vaccine
under the cold storage restrictions.25

Current health and welfare benefit strategies may not take into
account some of these unique circumstances and employers
should carefully consider not only the immediate effects of
facilitating vaccination for employees but also the long-term
strategic impact these changes may have on their health and
welfare benefits.

Rural delivery
As more employees are working remotely than in the past,
employers will need to consider the location of their employees.
Employees in more rural areas may have more difficulty in
getting access to the vaccine. These areas have significantly less
access to healthcare professionals, individuals may have to
travel to receive treatment, and they will face unique barriers for
supplies being delivered.26
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